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Okay, imagine that the Farrelly Brothers ~ of "Dumb and Dumber," "There's 
Something About Mary," etc ~ imagine that those guys made a comedy, but 
that it was, ah, much less stupid than their usual fare.
And imagine that it was set in the milieu of small-town cockfighting.
(You know: Trained champion roosters fighting each other to bloody death 
in a pit?)
Now imagine that you couldn't see this movie, this laugh-out-loud character 
farce, on a screen somewhere ~ but that it happens on a stage, just a few 
feet or yards in front of you.
Ladies & gentlemen of Austin: Capital T Theatre presents Eric Dufault's 
YEAR OF THE ROOSTER at Hyde Park Theatre through September 19th.
I'll be the first to acknowledge that most live theatre in this town ~ as in all 
towns ~ isn't worth wasting your time on. Sturgeon's Law, after all, right? 
And I'll also note that there's some theatre that's great, that's even 
magnificent & sublime & other adjectives of that type … but that still won't 
appeal to people who just aren't, you know, INTO theatre.
And then there are things that will entertain the fuck out of anyone, even if 
they don't care about theatre per se.
And I'm suggesting that this ROOSTER is one of those things.
The whole cast, while having ably navigated many quieter, more subtle 
shows in the past, is perfect in this goofball spectacle. The lighting, the 
sound design: Nonpareil. (Oh, and visual artists who focus on what are 
called "installations"? And the art-theory-stuffed academics who lionize 
them? They need to witness director Pickell's set design for this show, to 
encounter its dirt-level verisimilitude, and be just a little humbled.)
Also, listen: Jason Liebrecht plays the titular rooster, a perpetually vexed 
varmint with a mind like a pre-emptive strike, and he nails the role 
precisely, infusing the barechested Odysseus Rex with as much pec-
twitching chickenish angst as spur-slashing cockamamie rage ~ and it's a 
hilarious joy to behold.
And I know some people in the ATX who read this might have a little spare 
time, a little spare money, and are looking to use it in a way that'll delight & 
reward them. So I'm just saying.
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